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ABSTRACT
In the query-by-humming problem, we attempt to retrieve a speci c song from a target set based on a sung
query. Recent evaluations of query-by-humming systems
show that the state-of-the-art algorithm is a simple dynamic programming-based interval matching technique.
Other techniques based on hidden Markov models are far
more expensive computationally and do not appear to offer signi cant increases in performance. Here, we borrow
techniques from arti cial intelligence to create an algorithm able to outperform the current state-of-the-art with
only a negligible increase in running time.
Keywords: melodic retrieval, sequence alignment, articial intelligence

1

INTRODUCTION

Most music-related information queries are currently
based on meta-data, such as the title or artist of a song.
In recent years, we have attempted to create a system in
which musical queries could be formed musically, giving
us, as Downie [1] has said, the ability to query music on
its own terms .
One such notion of musical queries is query-byhumming , where a user sings, hums, or whistles a query
tune to a computer. The computer has a database of possible songs and attempts to return the song rendered by
the user, or perhaps return a ranked list of possible songs.
Many possible applications for this have be discussed in a
small but growing literature on the problem, ranging from
entertainment to commercial to legal. Unfortunately, the
problem has proven very dif cult to solve adequately, involving subproblems like pitch detection, note segmentation, polyphonic transcription, and sequence alignment.
It is on the last of these that we will attempt to
make progress in this paper. Recent evaluations of var-

ious query-by-humming systems have shown that a simple interval-based note matching approach is able to perform as well as other more complex Markov model-based
methods when given reasonable queries [2, 3]. Have we
reached the best attainable performance on this subproblem?
In this paper, we rst brie y overview query-byhumming and general sequence matching problems. We
then review binary classi cation and present a method for
constructing alignment models using binary classi cation.
Finally, we use adaptive boosting to combine our handbuilt model with several learned models to create a model
that outperforms both on a set of collected test queries.
Our concluding remarks indicate improvements for the algorithm and other possible uses for this formalism.

2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Query-by-humming and Sequence Alignment
In the last ten years, the so-called query-by-humming
problem has garnered moderate attention in both the information retrieval and the arti cial intelligence literature.
Brie y, the problem is as follows: A human sings a query
song qi that corresponds to some target song tj in a
target set T . If Q is the space of all possible queries, then
our goal is to learn a function f that maps a query qi ∈ Q
to the correct target C(qi ) = tj
∀i : f (qi , T ) = C(qi ) = tj

(1)

Often, this is done by creating a function F : T ×Q 7→
< so that any (query, target) combination can be given a
score, which should be maximized (or minimized) when a
query is combined with a matching target:
f (q, T ) = argmax F (t, q)

(2)

t∈T
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De ning the function F also gives us a convenient
method for ranking the targets. The rank of a query in
a certain target set is the number of incorrect targets that
appear to match the query better than the correct target,
given a scoring function. Formally, suppose we have a
scoring function F , a query q, and a target set T containing the correct target C(qi ). The rank of q under F is:
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rankF (q, T ) =
#T (ti |F (ti , q) ≥ F (C(q), q) ∧ C(q) 6= ti ) (3)
This de nition will be used in what follows.
How do we design a good scoring function? Although
there are other approaches that merit consideration [4, 5],
the prevalent approach in the literature is to convert both
target and query into monophonic sequences of notes1 .
These processes are outlined fully in [6] and [2] so we
only brie y explain them here. Figure 1 is a summary of
this process.

Figure 1: A possible general form of a Query-byHumming system.
For the Query, we begin with raw audio (e.g., in
WAV format). We then separate the query into a number of xed-length frames (usually on the order of 0.01
sec.). Each frame is passed to a pitch detection algorithm [7] that returns the strongest frequency in that frame
along with a confidence value indicating the dominance
of the strongest frequency. We then sequentially step
through these frames, grouping frames of like frequency
into notes , using a note segmentation algorithm.
For the target, this process is even harder, usually involving the dif cult subproblems of polyphonic transcription (transcribing a raw audio signal that is polyphonic),
melody spotting (distinguishing melody notes from nonmelody ones), and thematic extraction (extracting coherent themes from a long melody sequence). For our experiments, we use a set of monophonic MIDI les in a
publicly available database [8] as our target set, and so we
avoid this half of the problem.
1

In [3], the target is instead converted to several monophonic
themes, each mapping back to the target, but the spirit is generally the same.
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Once we have both target songs and query songs represented as sequences, our problem can be restated as a
problem in sequence alignment. The standard algorithm
for sequence alignment is typically attributed to Smith
and Waterman [9] and restated several places in the queryby-humming literature. This algorithm uses edit costs to
determine the cost of transforming one sequence into another, and uses this to score a target with respect to the
query.
Formally, suppose we have a target sequence t represented as a series of notes t1 , t2 , . . . , tn and a query
q represented as a series of notes q1 , q2 , . . . , qm . Suppose further than we have a cost model, K, which gives
us Ki (x), the cost of inserting note x into the query sequence, Kd (x), the cost of deleting note x from the target
sequence, and Km (x, y) is the cost of matching the note
x in the target to the note y in the query. We can then nd
the lowest cost alignment2 with the following recursion:
align(i, j, t, q) =

 Km (ti , qj ) + align(i + 1, j + 1, t, q)
Ki (qj ) + align(i, j + 1, t, q)
min
 K (t ) + align(i + 1, j, t, q)
d i

(4)

K(t, q) = align(1, 1, t, q) = K(alignK (t, q))

(5)

in which the base case is the end of one or both sequences. With dynamic programming, we can construct a
straightforward, ef cient solution. An example3 of two
aligned sequences is shown in Figure 2. We note that
K completely speci es the free parameters for this algorithm. For notational convenience, we de ne alignK (t, q)
to be the best alignment of t and q with the cost model
K. We also de ne K(at,q ) to be the cost of some given
alignment a of t and q (as in Figure 2). Finally, we de ne
K(t, q) as the lowest cost alignment of t and q given the
cost model K. To illustrate this notation, consider that, if
we use K as the cost model in Equation 4:

This may seem like many different ways of saying the
same thing, but these notational conveniences will gain
more utility in the following sections.
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Figure 2: A Lexicographical Example of Sequential
Alignment.
With a few modi cations to this recursion, we are able
to ignore pre xes or suf xes as we see t. There are many
variations on this basic theme [10, 11, 12], but all are dependent on nding a cost model that can effectively distinguish the correct target from amongst the incorrect ones.
2

Notice that we have switched from finding “high scoring”
targets to “low cost” targets. This contradicts Equation 2. The
reader will please forgive the inconsistency
3
With thanks to [10].

Although parameters can often be estimated by hand,
it would be more useful and practical to estimate these
parameters from data. One common method is to construct a table containing each possible note value for Ki
and Kd and a table containing the cross product of all possible note values for Km . If we are then given a series of
training alignments (of the form of Figure 2). Then we
can simply count the number of times a note is inserted,
deleted, or replaced with another note, use these counts
to determine probabilities, and use the log probabilities as
edit costs [13].
The problem here, as mentioned in [2], is that these
tables are so large in this domain that learning them from
data becomes intractable. In fact, since both the pitch and
the duration of a note are real-valued, it seems we should
use a learning algorithm that is able to handle such a representation. A table-based estimate, in other words, may be
the wrong hypothesis space for the function we are trying
to approximate.
Are there other forms of machine learning that can be
used in this context? We turn our attention to this in the
next section.
2.2

Binary Classification

To help us learn cost models, we will utilize learning algorithms for binary classi cation. A binary classi cation problem can be stated as a series of duples
{(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), . . . , (xn , yn )}. In general, xi is a
vector drawn from some input space X, and yi ∈
{+1, −1} or {positive, negative} is the class label of xi .
The goal is to learn a function that maps all possible vectors in the input space, even the ones not seen
by the learning algorithm, to their correct class label. Formally, if L is the learning algorithm, and
T = {(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), . . . , (xn , yn )} is the training
data then L(T ) outputs a hypothesis h : X 7→ {+1, −1}.
Alternatively, we can modify most learning algorithms
so that we get a probability of the class label rather than
the label as output. Our hypotheses will now be of the
form h : X 7→ [0, 1], where a value approaching zero indicates with high probability that the class is negative and
a value approaching one indicates the same for the positive class. This is the variant we will use in the sections
below.
There are many choices for L. Among them are neural
network learners, decision tree learners, and perceptron
learners. This is an extremely well-studied problem and
can be found in many places in the literature [14]. It is
hoped that we can bring some of this knowledge to bear
on our current problem.

3 ALIGNMENT EVALUATION VIA
BINARY CLASSIFIERS
We now deal with some of the dif culties of learning in
this context. Recent attempts at this problem [15] have enjoyed success by formulating the problem discrimatively
as opposed to generatively. In our context, this means to
learn the costs with both the correct and incorrect targets
in mind. The following subsections outline the method

formally.
3.1 The Algorithm
Our discriminative approach is as follows: We take as
training data a number of alignments, some of which align
a query to a correct target song and some of which align
a query to an low-cost, incorrect target song (that is, the
best-scoring incorrect target). Each event in both the correct and incorrect alignments (insert, delete, or match) is
placed into a set containing all of the events of that type,
so that all of the training data is nally in three sets, one
for each type of event. Each event is labeled as positive if
it came from an alignment with a correct target and negative if it came from an incorrect target.
In each of these sets, we have then a number of positive and negative examples. This is then a binary classi cation problem. The classi er learned from each of
these sets will output the probability that a given event
came from an alignment of a query with the correct target. This exactly de nes our learned cost model K L with
the three learned classi ers as the functions KiL , KdL , and
L
Km
. A schematic of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3
and psudeocode is given as Algorithm 1.
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Figure 3: A schematic of our learning process. The ’class’
column denotes whether the event came from a correct (p)
or incorrect (n) alignment.
The astute reader, observing Algorithm 1, will note
that we use a hand-built model to construct the alignment
of target and query both in training and after training.
Why not just use the learned model to construct the alignment? The reasons here are two-fold:
1. To reduce running time. If we have a target of
length m notes and a query of length n notes, it takes
O(mn) calls to the model to align the two targets
and at most O(m + n) calls to the model to evaluate a given alignment. The hand-built model we
use here requires only a tiny bit of computation per
call, whereas the learned model requires values to be
propagated through a learned model (e.g., a neural
network), which takes considerably longer. Using
the simple model for alignment and the complex one
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Algorithm 1 The Binary Classi cation Alignment Algorithm
1: Given: A query set Q, a target set T , a cost model
K0 , and a learning algorithm L
2: Initialize training sets I = D = M = {}
3: for all qi ∈ Q do
4:
ap ← alignK0 (C(qi ), qi )
5:
tn ← argmaxt6=C(qi ) K0 (t, qi )
6:
an ← alignK0 (tn , qi )
7:
for all events ai ∈ ap do
8:
Label ai positive
9:
Insert ai into I, D, or M if it is an insertion,
deletion, or match event, respectively.
10:
end for
11:
for all events aj ∈ an do
12:
Label aj negative
13:
Insert aj into I, D, or M if it is an insertion,
deletion, or match event, respectively.
14:
end for
15: end for
16: KiL ← L(I)
17: KdL ← L(D)
L
18: Km
← L(M )
The nal learned scoring function F is:

In what follows below, we assume that notes are
vector-valued, containing a component for both the pitch,
sp , and the duration, sd , of an event s, so a song s is represented by a series of duples:
s = {(sp1 , sd1 ), (sp2 , sd2 ), . . . , (sp|s| , sd|s| )}
Furthermore, the pitch and duration of the starting
event is often considered immaterial so long as the proper
relative pitches and durations are maintained4 :. Thus, we
instead represent the song using pitch differences and duration ratios:
s = {(sδ1 , sr1 ), (sδ2 , sr2 ), . . . , (sδ|s| , sr|s| )}
where
sδi = spi+1 − spi and sri =

tδ
- Pitch difference for target event
log(tr ) - Log duration ratio for target event
qδ
- Pitch difference for query event
log(q r ) - Log duration ratio for query event
∆δ
- |q δ − tδ |
r
∆
- |q r − tr |
Training set for Km = {q δ , log(q r ), ∆δ , ∆r }
Training set for Ki = {q δ , log(q r )}
Training set for Kd = {tδ , log(tr )}

for evaluation considerably reduces running time, especially if we have multiple models as we will see
below.

In cases where the learning algorithm is able learn a
model that will align correctly and quickly, the hand-built
model may be omitted, and random alignments may be
used for training. In this application, however, using the
hand-built model to align the sequences helps a great deal
with performance and speed.
3.2

Particularizing the Algorithm for
Query-by-humming

An obvious advantage of this algorithm over table-based
methods is that we are not constrained by the number of
discrete values that our notes can take. This is handy because to specify a song in terms of its notes, one needs at
least two real values per note, a pitch and a duration. This
means our characters or symbols in the sequence will
be vectors of real values rather than discrete characters
as in Figure 3. Learners for binary classi cation problems are by and large comfortable with real-values, unlike
the table-based method described above, where real values must in general be rounded or binned .
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(7)

We make two nal modi cations to the data before
passing it to the learning algorithm: We take the log of
the duration ratio, as recommended in [17] and for match
events, rather than passing in the target and query symbols
directly, we pass in the query symbol and the componentwise difference between the two. Table 1 summarizes the
features used in training the learned model.

F (t, q) = K L (alignK0 (t, q))

2. To reduce the difficulty of the learning problem.
Learning in this domain remains dif cult, but training and testing on only high scoring alignments constructed by a reasonable model trims the size of the
space, so we only need focus on learning useful concepts that the base model has missed, rather than on
aligning sequences in general.

sdi+1
sdi

(6)

Table 1: Table of Features used in Training for the Queryby-humming Problem

4

BOOSTING FOR ACCURATE
SELECTION

We have seen then, that if we have a general base model
for sequence alignment, then we can use it to learn a new
model. However, as we will see in the results section,
the learned model performs slightly worse than the base
model. A quick scan of the output from these models reveals that they are not making the same mistakes, and that
we may reap bene ts if we are somehow able to combine
the two.
Furthermore, one could view the algorithm discussed
in the previous section as an iterative one. That is, we use
the base model to generate the training data for the learning process, learn a new model, then use the learned model
to generate new training data for the next iteration. The
goal is to train a number of weak models, each trained on
the mistakes of models in previous iterations. The hope is
that these models will combine to give us accuracy greater
than any single model alone.
4

See [16] for an interesting dissenting opinion.

Both of these intuitions, iterative training and weak
model combination, are captured in an algorithm known
as adaboost [18], the adaptive boosting algorithm. Its
general form is given in Algorithm 2, and we see the general ideas expressed above. We rst learn a model, then
weight the model based on its performance on the training data. We would like the weight, α to increase as the
model does better. After learning the model we update a
distribution over the training data: Training examples that
are misclassi ed get greater weight in the next iteration.
These weights are used to force the learning algorithm to
focus its attention on the mistakes of previous iterations.
We then learn a new model and repeat the process.
Algorithm 2 The general form of the adaptive boosting
algorithm.
1: Given: A training set S = {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn )}
2: Initialize training set weights D1 (j) = n1
3: Select learning algorithm, L
4: for i = 1, . . . , T do
5:
Get weak model hi ← L(S) using weights Di
6:
Get error t of ht on S
t
7:
Set α = 21 ln 1−
t
8:
Update the distribution:
Di+1 (j) =

Di (j) exp(−αi yj hi (xj ))
Zt

where Zt normalizes D to be a distribution

9: end for

H(x) = sign

where Zt normalizes D to be a distribution.

8: end for

Output the boosted cost model, K ∗ :
K ∗ (t, q) =

αi hi (x)

!

i=1

The version of adaboost given in Algorithm 2 is used
for simple binary classi cation problems with 0-1 loss. In
the query-by-humming problem, if we have a database of
targets of size n, we have an n-class problem. In addition,
the loss function is not 0-1 . Our models are able to produce a ranking of the targets based on the query, and we
would like to penalize models based on how low the correct target is ranked. For a cost model, K, we then de ne
the reasonable loss function 1 − rankK1(q,T ) .
Using these guidelines, we modify the adaptive boosting algorithm, given as Algorithm 3. The choice of α in
the original algorithm is useful only for binary classi cation problems and will not work for us here5 . We choose
α to be the mean reciprocal rank or MRR as used in [3].
This is closely related to the loss function de ned above.
The update for the distribution over the training set is also
tailored to binary problems. We again make a modi cation so that our loss function is re ected in the update.
The nal model is simply a weighted combination of the
models learned in each iteration.
5
This is because it uses the fact that a consistently wrong
model can be given a negative weight and the wrong predictions
made to be right. In our application, there is no such notion of a
“mirror image” model

T
X

αi Ki (alignK0 (t, q))

i=0

With these changes, we should be able to combine the
weak models learned into a single, stronger model. This
we will attempt to verify experimentally.

5

Output the nal hypothesis, H:
T
X

Algorithm 3 The adaptive boosting algorithm applied to
learning cost models for alignment
1: Given: A query set Q = {q1 , . . . , qn }, a target set T ,
and a base model K0
2: Select learning algorithm, L
3: Initialize training set weights D1 (j) = n1
4: for i = 1, . . . , T do
5:
Learn weak cost model Ki from T and Q using
Algorithm P
1, base model K0 , and weights Di
6:
Set α = n1 qk ∈Q rankK 1(qk ,T )
i
7:
Update the distribution:


i
Di (j) exp α2i − rankKα(q
k ,T )
i
Di+1 (j) =
Zt

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

As data for our experiment, we use a body of sung queries
collected by the author. There are a total of 50 singers and
12 different songs. The singers were we query over a total of 12 songs, with each singer choosing the four they
were most familiar with and singing a small, prede ned
excerpt from each one. For training we split the data on
both singer and song, so the algorithm is tested on singers
and songs it has never heard before. This results in a
training set of 100 queries over 6 songs and 15 singers
and a test set of 321 queries over 6 songs 35 singers. The
singers in the experiments were generally amateur singers
with experience in a college or church choir but not professionally. We imagine that this demographic will be the
most likely users of a nished query-by-humming system.
For the target set, we also split the data, using a 421
song database for training and a 2000 song database for
testing. We use the 2000 songs from the test database to
simulate databases of smaller target sets by drawing randomly from these 2000 songs. For each simulated size
we draw 10 random databases from our base set of 2000
and average the results. The 2421 target songs as well as
the 12 query songs are taken from the Digital Tradition
[8] database of monophonic folk melodies.
Our base, hand-built model is the interval matching
model constructed in [3] and shown to be state-of-the-art.
The learned and boosted models are constructed using the
methods outlined in previous sections. The binary classi er we use is a neural network as implemented in [19]
with the default parameters. No tuning was done. The
type of alignment used here is the local type de ned in
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[10], where we ignore pre xes and suf xes in the target
but not the query. That is, the algorithm assumes that the
query is contained whole in the correct target.

6

RESULTS

To evaluate our models we plot MRR as the size of the
target set size increases in Figure 4 and the percentage
of songs ranked rst as target set size increases in Figure
5. We would expect, as the target set grows, that both
of these measures will decrease on all models, but that
better models will show less of a decrease. For reference,
consult [3].
0.95

We also note that there are vast differences in performance between this test of the standard interval model and
previous tests. In particular, this test gives a much better MRR than in [3]. We echo the comments made there
about results varying wildly with the query set used. We
imagine this is due to the fact that the subjects for this test
were told exactly what to sing, and were reminded of the
tune before singing. Thus, the queries were likely better
renderings of the target than was the case in [3].
In Table 2 we show the MRR for a target set size of
2000 for the hand-built model and for each iteration of the
boosting algorithm. We see that the boosting algorithm
converges very quickly with our training data.
Model
Base Model
Learned Model
Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3
Iteration 4

Hand−built Model
Learned Model
Boosted Model (4 Iterations)

0.9

0.85

0.8

MRR

0.75

Table 2: MRR at a target set size of 2000 for all models
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Figure 4: Mean reciprocal rank versus increasing target
set size.
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Figure 5: Percentage of queries returning the correct target
ranked rst against increasing target set size.
As we can see from the plots, the hand-built interval
matching model outperforms the model learned in the rst
iteration, but the boosted model is able to outperform both
by a signi cant margin, returning the correct target more
than 10% more often than the hand-built model.
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MRR
0.598
0.510
0.698
0.683
0.705
0.698

Finally, recent comparisons to the hand-built model
used here [3, 2, 6] often involve methods that take substantially more computation without showing substantial
improvement. We report anecdotally that the difference in
running time between our algorithm and the standard interval matching model is less than a factor of two with no
optimizations.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have here outlined a method for constructing a queryby-humming system that substantially outperforms current state-of-the-art methods with a negligible increase
in running time. To accomplish this, we have used a
weak model and a standard binary classi cation algorithm, along with a version of adaptive boosting tailored
to this particular problem.
Some interesting phenomena were observed as we experimented with various training data. First, as one might
expect, if we train the system on poor queries (where the
target is sung incorrectly), then it does not perform very
well6 . If we train on a mix of good queries and poor ones,
then the boosting algorithm tends to ring , alternately
weighting the good and the poor queries heavily, and thus
alternately learning good and poor models.
We also concede that we have abused the boosting formalism here in some sense. We have used our hand-built
model, h0 as one of our weak models. The boosting algorithm is provably convergent in the limit of in nite iterations, but if we continue to iterate the algorithm, we will
eventually lose the effect of h0 , because it is not generated from the data. Hence we must be careful of overiterating the algorithm and select a number of iterations
that compromises between the usefulness of learning additional models and the usefulness of the base model. In
6

One might make the comparison to a child with tone deaf
parents if one were so inclined.

this instance, the base model turns out to be useful, capturing some things that the learning process does not. One
can imagine an instance in which the learning process captures all of the usefulness of the base model. In this case
we would only use the base model for constructing alignments and would be free to iterate until convergence.
So we are not tied to the notion of using a hand-built
model as part of the nal model. In fact, we are tied down
in relatively few ways. The notion of boosting can be applied to any algorithm that is able to learn a model for
selecting sequences based on a set of target-query alignments, and there has been much recent work in machine
learning on this subject [20, 21, 15]. If we use the binary
classi cation formalism, we can choose any representation for notes that suits us, using absolute values of pitch
and time, as in [16] or values for pitch and time relative to
other elements as in [2]. In addition, we can imagine using subsequences of notes as the symbols of the sequence,
rather than single notes. This corresponds to the idea of
sliding window classification as outlined in [22]. With parameter tuning, it is highly probable that performance will
increase further still. Preliminary experiments indicate as
much.
Finally, we note that this formalism is not tied to the
query-by-humming problem. This method may be useful
for retrieval of structures other than sequences of notes
(sequences of other types of elements, trees, graphs, etc.).
Future work may entail expanding the ideas outlined in
this paper to other domains.
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